have no classical analog. Such correlations, also called entanglements, are not only conceptually important, but also have a profound impact on information science. In theory the violation of Bell inequalities based on local realistic theories for d-dimensional systems provides evidence of quantum nonlocality. Experimental verification is required to confirm whether a quantum system of extremely large dimension can possess this feature, however it has never been performed for large dimension. Here, we report that Bell inequalities are experimentally violated for bipartite quantum systems of dimensionality d = 16 with the usual ensembles of polarization-entangled photon pairs. We also estimate that our entanglement source violates Bell inequalities for extremely high dimensionality of d > 4000. The designed scenario offers a possible new method to investigate the entanglement of multipartite systems of large dimensionality and their application in quantum information processing.
Scientific RepoRts | 6:22088 | DOI: 10.1038/srep22088 of Bell's expression can be measured in the same manner. The correlations among the outcomes of the measurements exhibited by local-variable theories must obey the generalized Bell inequalities where P(A a = B b + k) denotes the probability of the measurements A a and B b with outcomes that differ, modulo d, by k. Compared with previous significant discoveries 3 , this is the first analytical demonstration of Bell inequalities for bipartite quantum systems of arbitrarily high dimensionality.
In addition to the fundamental interest for revealing fascinating aspects of quantum mechanics, Bell inequalities generalized to d-dimensional systems and their verified quantum nonlocality are also crucial for a variety of quantum information tasks and engineering protocols 9, 10 , such as quantum communication 11, 12 , quantum computation 13 , quantum error correction 14 , and quantum metrology 15 . Considerable progress has been made to demonstrate the violation of generalized Bell inequalities. In particular, quantum correlations have recently been revealed 16 by experimentally violating Bell inequalities for bipartite d-dimensional quantum systems up to d = 12.
In this seminal demonstration of Bell test experiment, genuine multi-dimensional entanglement 17 of the orbital angular momentum (OAM) 18 of photon pairs was generated through spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) and enhanced by the entanglement concentration. The direct extension of the OAM-entangled photons to show violations of Bell inequalities for d > 12, however, is restricted by the quality of entanglement due to the intrinsic properties of the SPDC process. The recent trend is toward efficient verifications of high-dimensional OAM entanglement, e.g., by using an entanglement measurement 19 or by developing a novel nonlinear criterion 20 .
Here, we use a concept different from that of ref. 16 . The present concept utilizes multi-dimensional objects composed of multiple pairs of polarization-entangled photon to consider their non-classical bipartite multi-dimensional correlations. From our theoretical method and experimental observations, it was proved for the first time that the non-classical multi-dimensional correlations can readily reveal such joint non-classical effects surely violating the CGLMP inequalities. Our theoretical scheme provides a novel point of view to investigate contradictions of Bell-CGLMP inequalities. Such method explores the states of bipartite d-dimensional entangled systems where the state of each system is in a Hilbert space spanned by multiple two-dimensional state vectors. It fully satisfies the needs of the scenario of CGLMP and shows a strict connection between the considered d-dimensional entangled states and the settings required for measuring the Bell expression I d in an experiment. Thus, following the scheme, polarization-entangled photon pairs were operated to experimentally observe d-dimensional quantum nonlocality up to d = 16 by performing the Bell test experiment. We also objectively extrapolate the d-dimensional quantum nonlocality up to d = 4096 from measuring the density matrix of the entangled state. Besides the verification of the Bell inequalities, slight modification of the method has also allowed us to estimate the entanglement dimensionality.
The Bell-CGLMP inequality is a general tool that helps to detect quantum nonlocality between two spatially separated d-dimensional systems. As described by quantum mechanics for a composite system, the d-dimensional state vector of a quantum system can be consisted of two-dimensional states of N subsystems where d = 2 N . In the experiment, we choose entangled photon pairs as such subsystems and consider the dimensionality and quantum nonlocality in the photon polarization degree of freedom (DOF). While the system considered in our experiment is composed of subsystems that are allowed to be created at different times, these subsystems eventually constitute a system with a d-dimensional state in the polarization DOF. They can be locally measured to provide possible outcomes for determining the joint probabilities P(A a , B b ). Thus the correlation in the polarization DOF between two ensembles of photons can be completely demonstrated by violating the Bell CGLMP inequality. Furthermore, since the scheme of CGLMP concerns the correlation in the DOF where the d-dimensional system is defined, the temporal DOF then does not play a role in determining both P(A a , B b ) and the Bell expression I d (2) in our experiment.
Results
We present in Fig. 1 the theoretical scheme used in our experiments to investigate the quantum nonlocality that contradicts Bell inequalities for systems of large dimensionality. The first step is to prepare the entanglement of bipartite d-dimensional systems. Here, the bipartite system generated for the Bell test experiments is composed of two ensembles of particles. Assuming that each particle is a two-state quantum object with some degree of freedom, the dimension of the Hilbert space of the ensemble consisting of N particles will be d = 2 N . If we assume further that all of the N entangled pairs have the same state of the
, then the state vector reads: 
where (α 1 , α 2 ) = (0, 1/2) and (β 1 , β 2 ) = (1/4, − 1/4). To take measurements from single two-state quantum particles, we rephrase k A a , and l B b , in terms of individual states as
Here we have used the method as the technique for decomposing the quantum Fourier transform into product representation 9 . For the experimental state
and ρ φm denotes the state of the mth entangled pair, the joint probabilities can be represented in terms of the probabilities of individual pairs of entangled states by 
which shows that the joint probability P QM (A a = k, B b = l) can be derived from the individual joint probabilities of obtaining the measurement outcomes k m and l m on the state ρ φm . Hence, the Bell expression I d can also be determined from the outcomes of measurements of individual entangled pairs. For the case of two ensembles of perfect entangled states Φ , the Bell inequalities can be maximally violated, that is, I d (QM) ≈ 2.970 for extremely large d-dimension 4 .
In the experimental demonstrations of the proposed method, we use entangled photons to construct ensembles A and B. As shown in Fig. 2 , the ingredient photon pairs are generated through the type-II SPDC process and entangled at the degree of freedom of polarization [21] [22] [23] [24] which is based on the proposal Fig. 1 
, where H V ( ) represents the horizontal (vertical) polarization state. To connect with the conceptual scheme, we make a correspondence of denotations by ≡ H 0 and ≡ V 1 . In the experiment, the entangled pairs ρ φm consisting of the ensembles A and B are created at different times. The stability of our laser and measurement system enables entangled pairs created at different times with a large time separation have a very close fidelity without additional system alignment, which makes the experimental states approximately identical at ρ φm ≈ ρ φ for all pairs m. The tomographic diagram is depicted in Fig. 3(a) [25] [26] [27] and the entanglement source exhibits a high quality by the state fidelity
Tr [ ] 0 982 0 006. In addition to the Bell-CGLMP inequalities, we use the measured state fidelity F Φ (d) to extract information about the dimensionality of the entanglement between ensembles A and B. Here the entangled dimension is defined in terms of Schmidt number, S(d), of the created state ρ Φ (d). For an ideal case, the Schmidt number of a perfectly prepared state ρ
We use the Schmidt number witness [28] [29] [30] to obtain the lower bounds of the dimensionality of the entanglement. If ρ Φ shows that
.., d}. For a given state fidelity F Φ (d), one can find a maximum value of γ s which satisfies the above condition, meaning that the maximum lower bound of S(d) can be found as well. Figure 3 In the experimental demonstration of d-dimensional nonlocality, we investigate the Bell expressions using two approaches. As quantum mechanics predicts that the Bell expression follows the definition (A a = k, B b = l) . As seen in Fig. 4 , the experimental results are strongly consistent with the theoretical predictions based on an ideal entangled state Φ and perfect measurements in Eq. (4). The Bell expressions measured here are strictly dependent on the accurate settings of the wave plates, as the required setting accuracy increases with d proportionally. Although our demonstration shows cases up to d = 16 only, the method can be straightforwardly extended to test Bell inequalities for systems of larger dimensionality.
We also made an estimation from the density matrices. 
Discussion
In this experiment, entangled photon pairs are generated to serve as a bipartite d-dimensional system to provide stronger non-locality than usual two-level cases. The concept is similar to that two entangled pairs can teleport more than one-qubit information 31 . For the feature that the Bell-CGLMP inequality can be tested by using entangled photon pairs created at different times, it becomes possible that one can use different experimental output states but have the same state vectors to obtain the same quantum violations. Such situations could be possible in practical quantum information tasks and their applications. For example, Alice wants to use two entangled pairs which are shared with Bob and Charlie respectively to teleport a two-qubit entangled system on her hand such that Bob and Charlie jointly share this two-qubit entanglement. In general, these two entangled pairs can be created with different entanglement sources and then used for teleportation at different times due to some technical reasons, for example, the mediate entangled pairs are generated by Bob and Charlie separately. See Fig. 6 . This can be considered as an extension of the scenario used in the experiment of Zhang et al. 31 where the two entangled pairs are created at the same time. While the entangled pairs are created at different times by using different sources, the target two-qubit entangled state is enabled to be teleported in principle. Our scenario can concretely reveal the quantum nonlocality that powers this two-qubit teleportation by violating the Bell-CGLMP inequality.
Extending this idea, a multi-partite multi-dimensional system will be implemented in the future work by genuine multi-partite entanglement of two-dimensional systems. With this approach, it would be possible to investigate generic quantum nonlocality by systematically implementing Bell test experiments for the multi-partite multi-dimensional systems 5 . There have been extensive investigations of multi-partite entanglement, both from the fundamental and practical points of view. In particular, a genuine eight-photon polarization-entangled state Alice wants to teleport an entangled state ψ to Bob and Charlie. To achieve this aim, as shown in (a), she can use the entangled pair created by Bob, Ψ AB at time t B , to teleport partial state of the bipartite entanglement from her hand to Bob's end first. Then, using Charlie's entangled pair, Ψ AC created at time t C , where t C > t B , Alice performs the subsequent teleportation to complete entanglement sharing between Bob and Charlie (b). While two entangled pairs are created and then used at different times, their quantum nonlocality eventually powers such two-qubit entanglement teleportation. Our scenario can concretely reveal the quantum nonlocality and clearly illustrate such nonclassical source by violating the CGLMP-Bell inequality.
has recently been experimentally generated using the SPDC process 32 . Hence, our novel scheme holds high promise for testing generic Bell inequalities for the eight-partite high-dimensional systems using a state-of-the-art eight-photon entanglement source. In addition to entangled photons, one can directly apply our idea to other quantum systems where the states are able to be coherently manipulated and locally measured. Such kind of Bell test experiments could be realized in systems of multi-partite entangled ions in the Greenberger-Horne-Zeilinger (GHZ) state 33 . The systems of nanomechanical resonators 34 and Josephson circuits 35, 36 also provide these suitable conditions to implement our scheme. Furthermore, it is interesting to investigate violations of CGLMP-Bell inequality with multi-dimensional entanglement composed of intra-and inter-pair entangled states 37 . While the devised scenario still requires a rigorous theory showing its general utility in quantum applications such as quantum information processing, it provides a novel way to consider all the related information tasks based on the generic Bell test experiments.
Finally, we remark three points on the present experimental violations of Bell-CGLMP inequalities. First, while the ensemble of photon pairs is mathematically equivalent to a multi-dimensional entangled state, each Bell pair is generated and immediately afterwards already detected, and then such a multi-dimensional entangled state is not generated at any point of time. Here, our aim is to demonstrate that the test of Bell-CGLMP inequalities can be shown by sub-systems even though the particles never co-existed. Second, using the independently generated Bell pairs to realize a quantum information protocol, such as quantum teleportation introduced above (Fig. 6) , can use quantum memory 38, 39 for state storage so that they can co-exist before the subsequent required measurements. This is different from the implementation which utilizes multi-dimensional states of genuinely single quantum systems 16 . Compared with the teleportation scheme without memory, Fig. 6 , the states ψ can be teleported to Bob and Charlie at the same time with the support of quantum memory, which gives higher flexibility for a subsequent quantum information task. Finally, in addition to the present experimental demonstration using SPDC source, there exists other potential methods to create ensembles of entangled photons to show the general utility of our idea in the Bell test experiments on multi-dimensional systems. For instance, one can use hyperentangled states to investigate quantum violations of Bell-CGLMP inequalities. As shown in the experiments on such entanglement 40, 41 , the two-photon four-qubit state entangled both in polarization and spatial modes has been created as
and L A B
( ) represent two orthogonal states with the spatial modes R A(B) and L A(B) . This hyperentangled state is equivalent to a maximally entangled state of two four-dimensional systems [See Eq. (3)] and then suitable for implementing our scheme.
In conclusion, we have demonstrated the violation of the Bell-CGLMP inequalities for systems of extremely large dimensions. These demonstrations are based on bipartite d-dimensional systems composed of polarization-entangled photon pairs. Using the well-known technique of type-II SPDC for polarization entanglement, which is robust and stable and needs only modest experimental effort using standard technical devices such as wave-plate sets and SPCMs, the scheme provides a way to experimentally observe d-dimensional quantum nonlocality up to d = 16 by performing measurements of the Bell expressions I d . An estimation of the quantum nonlocality also shows up to d = 4096 by measuring the density matrix of the entangled state.
